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The London Region Committee met 4 times in the last year.   The Archaeology Strategy for 
London, IFA London Group and HER proposals have been the main areas of work. 
 
Kim Stabler, Secretary left EH in March 2013; our thanks are due to Kim for her expertise and 
positive contributions, especially on strategic proposals, and being an efficient secretary.  
Sylvia Warman replaced Jen Heathcote as EH Science Advisor in May 2012. We have three 
new members who joined EH in April 2013, Sandy Kidd, Principal Archaeological Adviser, Gill 
King,  Archaeological Adviser (Maternity cover) and Ben Jervis, Assistant Inspector of Ancient 
Monuments. 
A pilot UAD, funded by EH, based on two areas in City of London and Southwark, was 
completed in March 2013, and is being assessed.  
 
The Archaeology Strategy is being undertaken by a consortium of CBA, the London 
Archaeological Archive Research Centre and Rowsome Archaeological Consultancy.  The 
work is being overseen by a Steering Group representing archaeological interests in London 
and is being funded by English Heritage.  The final draft is awaited.   
 
The IfA London Area Group has held several events, debate on ethics in archaeology, a 
lecture on Tabard Square, Southwark, a walking tour of aspects of Roman and later 
Southwark and a conference on Heritage and infrastructure.  
  
Discussions are held regularly with the Museum of London Archaeological Archive and 
Resource Centre, concerning improvements to archive deposition including review and 
revision of the archive guidelines. 

Major infrastructure projects such as Crossrail, High Speed 2, Thameslink and Thames 
Tideway Tunnel are being dealt with in an integrated way to achieve consistency across the 
region. 

 
GLHER  
The GLHER continues to have an excellent uptake of volunteers and placement students who 
are enhancing the GLHER to include, for example, detailed information on post-medieval 
cemeteries, London Park and Gardens Trust sites, and London Squares.   
Requests for information are up on the previous year, with a particular jump in commercial 
priority searches increasing from 65 to 163 in 2012-13. Large data requests have come from 
a number of research projects, English Landscape and Identities, The Atlas of Hillforts in 
Britain and Ireland, and Roman Rural Settlements, as well as infrastructure projects such 
HS2.  In addition the GLHER is negotiating a data licensing agreement for GLHER data with 
Thames Water.  
As part of the Thames Water data licensing process a review of the GLHER commercial 
search fees was undertaken.  Out of this a new ‘banded’ fee structure, based the number of 
heritage asset records required, will be introduce for 2013-14 along with a general data re-use 
licence for both commercial and non-commercial searches.  
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